From Principal’s Desk
Dear Parents/Guardians,

You can turn over a new leaf every hour if you choose.”
― Arnold Bennett
With this saying I would like to welcome you all to a new beginning, a new academic
session with creative and fun filled learning activities for our students who are
always appreciated and treasured wholeheartedly.
We, the NCCS family welcome all our newcomers and parents who have added up on our
platform with a goal of upbringing their wards together with us. Also my heartfelt gratitude
and congratulations to our parents those who have chosen to continue with us with their
wards successfully climbing up to next class. We feel proud about our fourth batch of 28
students who have passed SEE with flying colors with 20 of them securing A and A+ grades.
It adds another feather in the cap of NCCS and motivates and encourages us to nurture our
little ones with more enthusiasm, love and care.
From the start of new session on 10th Baisakh 2075, we have created an environment of
interesting events in the school. The newcomers were introduced to the rules and discipline
followed in the school. As the session continued, to beat the heat we took them to swimming
classes and finally held the competition. Needless to say, the final trip to Kathmandu Valley
Fun Park was filled with enthusiasm, enjoyment and smiles. Along with ECA competitions
like Swimming, CCA competitions like Handwriting, Drama and dialogue, Poetry recitation
have encouraged our children to come forward and show their potential and skills.
This session we have introduced many new things in the academic part. Talking about the
club classes in different subjects, we have tried to incite learning in a twisted way that has
encouraged our students to yearn for more knowledge. Creating an interesting environment
in the club classes has made our team of teachers and coordinators always engaged in doing
something creative along with motivating our students for the same. Needless to say, we are
trying our best to motivate our students to actively participate in variety of competitions,
events, presentations to make them ace leaders. This session we have also encouraged our
senior students with special trainer practice sets in different games.
To make our parents more actively informed about the school activities and progress of their
wards, this session we have introduced NCCS Portal where parents can supervise their kids
on a daily basis. Of course this adds to an extra effort on the Parent’s side but equally our
teachers and coordinators have been putting their extra efforts and time to carry this duty
determinedly for the betterment of your own wards. As such we request our parents to follow
up the portal on a daily basis without feeling extra burden.
With upcoming first term examinations, the teachers are engaged in syllabus completions and
revisions with their students. Our management team and excellent coordinators and teachers
are always there by your kid’s side to help them through.

Happy Rainy Green Srawan Sankranti !!!
Shankar Raj Joshi
Principal
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NCCS BULLETIN-01/2075 OF GRADE NINE 'BLUE'

“Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn as if you were to live forever.” —Gandhi
Namaste,
We are feeling extremely privileged to inform you about the events that we conducted in the beginning of
the session starting from the 12th Baisakh to the first Terminal Examination through this first News
Bulletin 2075.
We have planned and implemented various activities and practices to bring exceptional difference in your
child not only academically but also in extra –curricular activities with the help of appropriate guiding
principles and we have been able to bring noticeable change and have helped them to explore their inner
ability and potential leading them towards the brightness and betterment.
Finally we would also like to thank you for your kind visit in the school with concern of your child and for
giving us precious advices which has helped us to better your child which is quite encouraging and we
look forward to get the same concern in a days to come .

Class Teacher: Jhanak Raj Ghimire
ENGLISH:
Government book:
First unit that we studied was ‘Making plans and expressing intentions’ which includes conversation
between teacher and students of badminton academy where students came to know the ways to make
plans and express intentions through role play. Poem ‘The winds and the leaves’ was also included in same
lesson where we discussed about the deep philosophy to accept natural changes of life.
Second unit was ‘Suggesting ,advising and persuading’ which comprise of letter written by sister to her
brother advising him the ways to improve English and writing an e-mail.
Making request and responding to them was the third unit, which comprises of Interview with the doctor
about avian influenza and a poem titled ‘The foolish fish’ is also included in the same unit with has a moral
that listening to your elders is worth more than running after the blind adventure. Students prepared
poster on Good habits and bad habits and prepared interview questions to write case study of social
worker in their locality.
Expressing condolences and sympathy is another unit taught where students did role play on the play
titled The Disaster. Students learnt method to write formal condolence notice and letter. They prepared
comic strip based on their personal experience about earthquake that hit Nepal on Baisakh 12 -2072
Criticizing and Expressing Degree of Probability is the last unit to be taught for First Terminal Examination
which comprise of Debate between youngsters who are discussing on either desire is good or bad. Rivals
written by James Stephens was the poem included in this unit that deals with insecurity of poet.
Classroom research was done by asking one research question to the students in order to find out if they
had the feeling of Negative /Positive or Competitive Rivalry.
Short Stories of Shakespeare

Students did group work from the first story The Tempest in book where students were divided into four
groups and they did exercises and group discussion. This activity will not only help them in improving their
feeling of co-operation but will also enhance their ability to research and understand subject matter from
core. Mid Summer Night’s Dream was another story taught in class.
Grammar
Subject and verb agreement and Reported Speech were two lessons that we studied in grammar where
we applied quizzical method to explain the lesson and took oral test and board test for thorough
understanding.
Activities: Spelling test, Handwriting competition, Group work

Tr. Arpana Prikoti

g]kfnL:
o; g]zgn qmLP6Le sf] Ph's]zgn :s"ndf dfWolds txcGtu{t sIff ( df cWoog/t\ ljBfyL{n] k|yd
q}dfl;s k/LIff cjlw;Dd PsfO Psb]lv PsfO ;ft;Dd ljleGg syf -cgf/sf] af]6 / lgb|f_ ,sljtf -ofqf
;'? u/f}F_, lgaGw -d sf] x'F <_ ,jfbljjfb -dfgj a]rlavg lj?4 xfd|f] bfloTj_ ,hLjgL -/fdz/0f bgf{n_,
jfbljjfb ,jSt[tfh:tf ljljw ljwfx? cWoog u/]sf 5g\ . ;flxTodf l;Sg' kg]{ eflifs l;kx? ;'gfO,
af]nfO, k9fO / n]vfOh:tf l;kx? l;Sgsf nflu ;:j/jfrg, cg'n]vg -k|ltof]lutf_ >'ltn]vg syf,
hLjgL, ;+jfb, jfbljjfb, n]vg ,sljtf no jfrg -k|ltof]lutf_ ;fy;fy} PsfOdf ;dfj]z cEof; ;d]t
u/]sf 5g\ . efifftTj cGtu{t zAbju{, zAblgdf{0f, lnË, jrg, k'?if, efj, jfRo, jfSo, sfnsf kIf
cflbsf] ;d]t cWoog u/]sf 5g\ . gofF kf7\oqmdcg';f/ @% cª\ssf] k|of]ufTds k/LIff ;d]t lbPsf 5g\ .
xfn k|yd q}dfl;s k/LIffsf] nflu k'g/fj[lQ ub}{ 5g\ . cfkm\gf afnaflnsfnfO{ ljBfnosf] ;do cltl/St
3/df cg'n]vg ug]{ , cWoog ug]{ cj;/ / pko'St jftfj/0f lgdf{0f ul/lbg' x'g ljgd| cg'/f]w ub{5' .
lz= lji0f' xl/ l3ld/]
COMPULSORY MATHEMATICS
“Millions saw the apple fall, but Newton asked why.” – Bernard Baruch
The understanding of facts, concepts and principle of mathematics is a dynamic force in everyone’s life.
With enthusiastic hopes for encouragement of young learner’s behavior in logical thinking, critical learning
in these subject students has gone through syllabus chapters of first term 2075 with preferable small/short
class room demonstrations. The details of chapters and knowledge they gained can be described
methodically on the chapter basis on subsequent paragraphs.
In the chapter set they met the following objective:
Find the union and intersection of two sets, find the difference and complement of a set, solve the
problems on two sets using Venn-diagrams.
In the chapter Profit, Loss, Commission, Taxation and Dividend they met the following objective:
Solve the problems on profit and loss without and with discount, calculate commission, tax, bonus, and
dividend, solve the problems related to commission, taxation, bonus and dividend.
In the chapter Algebraic expressions, Indices and ratio and proportion they met the following objective:
Factorise the expression of the type:
 𝑎𝑥 2 ± 𝑏𝑥 ± 𝑐
 𝑎4 + 𝑎2 𝑏2 + 𝑏4
Simplify exponential expressions including negative and fractional exponents, solve the exponential
equation in one variable, state and use the properties of ratio and proportion to solve the problems
on ratio and proportion.
In the chapter Triangles they met the following objective:
Verify the properties of triangles, prove the theorems on properties of triangles, use the theorems to solve
the problems and establish the Pythagoras theorem in solving geometrical problems.
In the chapter Construction of triangles and quadrilaterals, they met the following objective:
Construct triangles, quadrilaterals, and parallelograms in the given measurements.

Tr. Jhanak Raj Ghimire

SCIENCE:
Regarding science, we would like to inform you that we have successfully completed our syllabus for the
upcoming first term exam. In this term we have discussed the concepts of different physical quantities
and their application in theory as well as in practical world. Students have developed their ability in
dealing with numerical problems of physics which will enhance their confidence in mathematics and
calculating ability in future as well. Elaborated Knowledge about classification of elements, solubility,
metals and non metals was given. Discussion and interaction on topics like classification of plants and
animals, adaptation and natural disasters was done. Visual classes helped them to increase their
knowledge on force, classification of plants, animals and elements. Lab activities on inertia will enhance
their knowledge and confidence on the topic. With your cooperation and valuable suggestions, we hope
we can make this year more fruitful in terms of overall development of practical and theoretical
knowledge of students.

Tr. Manoj Basnet
SOCIAL STUDIES:
A warm welcome to all the valued parents to the first bulletin 2075. Regarding the academic activities,
recently, we have completed the first class test and the syllabus for first terminal examination is also
completed. The units which are completed are Unit 1: We and Our Society, Unit 2: Development and
Infrastructures of Development , Unit 3: Our Traditions Social Norms and Values ,Unit 4: Social Problems
and Their Solutions, Unit 5: Civic Consciousness ( Lessons 5.1,5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5) Revision classes were
done and students practiced varieties of questions related to the subject matters. Hopefully they will get
success with flying colours. We are very much hopeful to all the parents for their continuous support.
Thank you so much.

Tr. Samjhana Sharma Dhakal
EPH:
In EPH, till now 4 units are completed. ‘Concepts of Health, Population and Environment Education’ is first
chapter of this text book in which student learned about the health education, population education and
environment education with its importance, scope and interrelationship. The students learned about
demography, sources of population data and causes of population change. Similarly, they were given
concept about human resource development and indicators of development. They also got lot of
information about composition of population, population density. We had visual classes to help them
learn more about the taught lessons. Similarly, discussions, explanation, oral test, cross questioning were
the methods applied in the classroom for effective learning. We would humbly like to request you to
create suitable environment for your wards at home as well.

Tr. Sharmila Manandhar
COMPUTER SCIENCE:
“There is not school equal to a decent home and no teacher equal to the virtuous parent.”
-- Mahatma Gandhi
Dear Parent/Guardians,
I want to take this opportunity to welcome you in the sector of ‘Computer Science and Information
Technology’ of your ward. The syllabus of Computer Science for the first terminal examination has been
covered sufficiently and exceptionally. For this term we have focused mostly in Computer Fundamentals
and Applications with little coverage of Computer programming. Students were familiarized with basic
working principle of computer with its features, types, application areas and drawbacks. They learnt about
the computer hardware, memory system and their advantages and disadvantages. Computer Number
System and its operations have been practiced well. Computer system architecture is deliberated in detail.
Moreover, QBASIC programming concept along with its planning tools like Algorithm, Pseudo code and
Flowchart are explored and practiced. Different classroom and lab activities, audio and visual classes were
conducted as and pedagogic aid.

I am excited about working with your child. In order to best serve your child, any information from you to
guide me would be great! I welcome questions or comments and I am looking forward for your guidance
to your child during the period of first terminal examination.
Thanking you.
Tr. Meghraj Sapkota

OPTIONAL MATHEMATICS:
From the very first day of the academic year 2075 BS, we started teaching according to our lesson plan, a
part of which is mentioned in the syllabus of the first terminal examination. In Optional Mathematics all
the students are made concept clear as demanded by the different chapters. Now they are able to solve
the problems themselves. They have just learnt, but they need to practice regularly, otherwise it will be
very difficult to cope up the coming lessons.

Tr. Madhusudan Gyawali

NCCS BULLETIN-01/2075 OF GRADE NINE 'RED'
Dear parents,
Welcome to the first newsletter of this session. I am so excited to have your child in my class this year. I
have involved myself a lot in counseling my students since the starting of this session. Almost all of them
are found to have positive approach towards their education. They really are an awesome group. I am truly
looking forward to work with you and your child to ensure that your child’s 9th grade is completely
positive. I am dedicated to provide appropriately challenging educational experiences and an encouraging
learning environment.
The exams of your children are set to start soon. By working together, we can make your ward’s upcoming
examination experience positive and successful. I would like to get to know a little more response from you
about your child for helping them succeed in their education and participation in ECA and CCA activities.
Questions and concerns are welcomed throughout the session. Always feel free to contact me. I am eager
to get to know about your child. Looking forward to a great session.
Thank you!

Class Teacher: Meghraj Sapkota
ENGLISH:
Government book:
First unit that we studied was ‘Making plans and expressing intentions’ which includes conversation
between teacher and students of badminton academy where students came to know the ways to make
plans and express intentions through role play. Poem ‘The winds and the leaves’ was also included in same
lesson where we discussed about the deep philosophy to accept natural changes of life.
Second unit was ‘Suggesting ,advising and persuading’ which comprise of letter written by sister to her
brother advising him the ways to improve English and writing an e-mail.
Making request and responding to them was the third unit, which comprises of Interview with the doctor
about avian influenza and a poem titled ‘The foolish fish’ is also included in the same unit with has a moral
that listening to your elders is worth more than running after the blind adventure. Students prepared
poster on Good habits and bad habits and prepared interview questions to write case study of social
worker in their locality.
Expressing condolences and sympathy is another unit taught where students did role play on the play
titled The Disaster. Students learnt method to write formal condolence notice and letter. They prepared
comic strip based on their personal experience about earthquake that hit Nepal on Baisakh 12 -2072

Criticizing and Expressing Degree of Probability is the last unit to be taught for First Terminal Examination
which comprise of Debate between youngsters who are discussing on either desire is good or bad. Rivals
written by James Stephens was the poem included in this unit that deals with insecurity of poet.
Classroom research was done by asking one research question to the students in order to find out if they
had the feeling of Negative /Positive or Competitive Rivalry.
Short Stories of Shakespeare
Students did group work from the first story The Tempest in book where students were divided into four
groups and they did exercises and group discussion. This activity will not only help them in improving their
feeling of co-operation but will also enhance their ability to research and understand subject matter from
core. Mid Summer Night’s Dream was another story taught in class.
Grammar
Subject and verb agreement and Reported Speech were two lessons that we studied in grammar where
we applied quizzical method to explain the lesson and took oral test and board test for thorough
understanding.
Activities: Spelling test, Handwriting competition, Group work

Tr. Arpana Prikoti

g]kfnL:
o; g]zgn qmLP6Le sf] Ph's]zgn :s"ndf dfWolds txcGtu{t sIff ( df cWoog/t\ ljBfyL{n] k|yd
q}dfl;s k/LIff cjlw;Dd PsfO Psb]lv PsfO ;ft;Dd ljleGg syf -cgf/sf] af]6 / lgb|f_ ,sljtf -ofqf
;'? u/f}F_, lgaGw -d sf] x'F <_ ,jfbljjfb -dfgj a]rlavg lj?4 xfd|f] bfloTj_ ,hLjgL -/fdz/0f bgf{n_,
jfbljjfb ,jSt[tfh:tf ljljw ljwfx? cWoog u/]sf 5g\ . ;flxTodf l;Sg' kg]{ eflifs l;kx? ;'gfO,
af]nfO, k9fO / n]vfOh:tf l;kx? l;Sgsf nflu ;:j/jfrg, cg'n]vg -k|ltof]lutf_ >'ltn]vg syf,
hLjgL, ;+jfb, jfbljjfb, n]vg ,sljtf no jfrg -k|ltof]lutf_ ;fy;fy} PsfOdf ;dfj]z cEof; ;d]t
u/]sf 5g\ . efifftTj cGtu{t zAbju{, zAblgdf{0f, lnË, jrg, k'?if, efj, jfRo, jfSo, sfnsf kIf
cflbsf] ;d]t cWoog u/]sf 5g\ . gofF kf7\oqmdcg';f/ @% cª\ssf] k|of]ufTds k/LIff ;d]t lbPsf 5g\ .
xfn k|yd q}dfl;s k/LIffsf] nflu k'g/fj[lQ ub}{ 5g\ . cfkm\gf afnaflnsfnfO{ ljBfnosf] ;do cltl/St
3/df cg'n]vg ug]{ , cWoog ug]{ cj;/ / pko'St jftfj/0f lgdf{0f ul/lbg' x'g ljgd| cg'/f]w ub{5' .
lz= lji0f' xl/ l3ld/]
COMPULSORY MATHEMATICS
“Millions saw the apple fall, but Newton asked why.” – Bernard Baruch
The understanding of facts, concepts and principle of mathematics is a dynamic force in everyone’s life.
With enthusiastic hopes for encouragement of young learner’s behavior in logical thinking, critical learning
in these subject students has gone through syllabus chapters of first term 2075 with preferable small/short
class room demonstrations. The details of chapters and knowledge they gained can be described
methodically on the chapter basis on subsequent paragraphs.
In the chapter set they met the following objective:
Find the union and intersection of two sets, find the difference and complement of a set, solve the
problems on two sets using Venn-diagrams.
In the chapter Profit, Loss, Commission, Taxation and Dividend they met the following objective:
Solve the problems on profit and loss without and with discount, calculate commission, tax, bonus, and
dividend, solve the problems related to commission, taxation, bonus and dividend.
In the chapter Algebraic expressions, Indices and ratio and proportion they met the following objective:
Factorize the expression of the type: 𝑎𝑥 2 ± 𝑏𝑥 ± 𝑐; 𝑎4 + 𝑎2 𝑏2 + 𝑏4
Simplify exponential expressions including negative and fractional exponents, solve the exponential
equation in one variable, state and use the properties of ratio and proportion to solve the problems
on ratio and proportion.
In the chapter Triangles they met the following objective:

Verify the properties of triangles, prove the theorems on properties of triangles, use the theorems to solve
the problems and establish the Pythagoras theorem in solving geometrical problems.
In the chapter Construction of triangles and quadrilaterals, they met the following objective:
Construct triangles, quadrilaterals, and parallelograms in the given measurements.

Tr. Jhanak Raj Ghimire
SCIENCE:
Regarding science, we would like to inform you that we have successfully completed our syllabus for the
upcoming first term exam. In this term we have discussed the concepts of different physical quantities
and their application in theory as well as in practical world. Students have developed their ability in
dealing with numerical problems of physics which will enhance their confidence in mathematics and
calculating ability in future as well. Elaborated Knowledge about classification of elements, solubility,
metals and non metals was given. Discussion and interaction on topics like classification of plants and
animals, adaptation and natural disasters was done. Visual classes helped them to increase their
knowledge on force, classification of plants, animals and elements. Lab activities on inertia will enhance
their knowledge and confidence on the topic. With your cooperation and valuable suggestions, we hope
we can make this year more fruitful in terms of overall development of practical and theoretical
knowledge of students.

Tr. Manoj Basnet
SOCIAL STUDIES:
A warm welcome to all the valued parents to the first bulletin 2075. Regarding the academic activities,
recently, we have completed the first class test and the syllabus for first terminal examination is also
completed. The units which are completed are Unit 1: We and Our Society, Unit 2: Development and
Infrastructures of Development , Unit 3: Our Traditions Social Norms and Values ,Unit 4: Social Problems
and Their Solutions, Unit 5: Civic Consciousness ( Lessons 5.1,5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5) Revision classes were
done and students practiced varieties of questions related to the subject matters. Hopefully they will get
success with flying colours. We are very much hopeful to all the parents for their continuous support.
Thank you so much.

Tr. Samjhana Sharma Dhakal
EPH:
In EPH, till now 4 units are completed. ‘Concepts of Health, Population and Environment Education’ is first
chapter of this text book in which student learned about the health education, population education and
environment education with its importance, scope and interrelationship. The students learned about
demography, sources of population data and causes of population change. Similarly, they were given
concept about human resource development and indicators of development. They also got lot of
information about composition of population, population density. We had visual classes to help them
learn more about the taught lessons. Similarly, discussions, explanation, oral test, cross questioning were
the methods applied in the classroom for effective learning. We would humbly like to request you to
create suitable environment for your wards at home as well.

Tr. Sharmila Manandhar
COMPUTER SCIENCE:
“There is not school equal to a decent home and no teacher equal to the virtuous parent.”
-- Mahatma Gandhi
Dear Parent/Guardians,
I want to take this opportunity to welcome you in the sector of ‘Computer Science and Information
Technology’ of your ward. The syllabus of Computer Science for the first terminal examination has been
covered sufficiently and exceptionally. For this term we have focused mostly in Computer Fundamentals
and Applications with little coverage of Computer programming. Students were familiarized with basic

working principle of computer with its features, types, application areas and drawbacks. They learnt about
the computer hardware, memory system and their advantages and disadvantages. Computer Number
System and its operations have been practiced well. Computer system architecture is deliberated in detail.
Moreover, QBASIC programming concept along with its planning tools like Algorithm, Pseudo code and
Flowchart are explored and practiced. Different classroom and lab activities, audio and visual classes were
conducted as and pedagogic aid.
I am excited about working with your child. In order to best serve your child, any information from you to
guide me would be great! I welcome questions or comments and I am looking forward for your guidance
to your child during the period of first terminal examination.
Thanking you.
Tr. Meghraj Sapkota

OPTIONAL MATHEMATICS:
From the very first day of the academic year 2075 BS, we started teaching according to our lesson plan, a
part of which is mentioned in the syllabus of the first terminal examination. In Optional Mathematics all
the students are made concept clear as demanded by the different chapters. Now they are able to solve
the problems themselves. They have just learnt, but they need to practice regularly, otherwise it will be
very difficult to cope up the coming lessons.

Tr. Madhusudan Gyawali

NCCS BULLETIN-01/2075 OF GRADE NINE 'BLUE'

“Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn as if you were to live forever.” —Gandhi
Namaste,
We are feeling extremely privileged to inform you about the events that we conducted in the beginning of
the session starting from the 12th Baisakh to the first Terminal Examination through this first News
Bulletin 2075.
We have planned and implemented various activities and practices to bring exceptional difference in your
child not only academically but also in extra –curricular activities with the help of appropriate guiding
principles and we have been able to bring noticeable change and have helped them to explore their inner
ability and potential leading them towards the brightness and betterment.
Finally we would also like to thank you for your kind visit in the school with concern of your child and for
giving us precious advices which has helped us to better your child which is quite encouraging and we
look forward to get the same concern in a days to come .

Class Teacher: Jhanak Raj Ghimire
ENGLISH:
Government book:
First unit that we studied was ‘Making plans and expressing intentions’ which includes conversation
between teacher and students of badminton academy where students came to know the ways to make
plans and express intentions through role play. Poem ‘The winds and the leaves’ was also included in same
lesson where we discussed about the deep philosophy to accept natural changes of life.
Second unit was ‘Suggesting, advising and persuading’ which comprise of letter written by sister to her
brother advising him the ways to improve English and writing an e-mail.
Making request and responding to them was the third unit, which comprises of Interview with the doctor
about avian influenza and a poem titled ‘The foolish fish’ is also included in the same unit with has a moral
that listening to your elders is worth more than running after the blind adventure. Students prepared

poster on Good habits and bad habits and prepared interview questions to write case study of social
worker in their locality.
Expressing condolences and sympathy is another unit taught where students did role play on the play
titled The Disaster. Students learnt method to write formal condolence notice and letter. They prepared
comic strip based on their personal experience about earthquake that hit Nepal on Baisakh 12 -2072
Criticizing and Expressing Degree of Probability is the last unit to be taught for First Terminal Examination
which comprise of Debate between youngsters who are discussing on either desire is good or bad. Rivals
written by James Stephens was the poem included in this unit that deals with insecurity of poet.
Classroom research was done by asking one research question to the students in order to find out if they
had the feeling of Negative /Positive or Competitive Rivalry.
Short Stories of Shakespeare
Students did group work from the first story The Tempest in book where students were divided into four
groups and they did exercises and group discussion. This activity will not only help them in improving their
feeling of co-operation but will also enhance their ability to research and understand subject matter from
core. Mid Summer Night’s Dream was another story taught in class.
Grammar
Subject and verb agreement and Reported Speech were two lessons that we studied in grammar where
we applied quizzical method to explain the lesson and took oral test and board test for thorough
understanding.
Activities: Spelling test, Handwriting competition, Group work

Tr. Arpana Prikoti
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COMPULSORY MATHEMATICS
“Millions saw the apple fall, but Newton asked why.” – Bernard Baruch
The understanding of facts, concepts and principle of mathematics is a dynamic force in everyone’s life.
With enthusiastic hopes for encouragement of young learner’s behavior in logical thinking, critical learning
in these subject students has gone through syllabus chapters of first term 2075 with preferable small/short
class room demonstrations. The details of chapters and knowledge they gained can be described
methodically on the chapter basis on subsequent paragraphs.
In the chapter set they met the following objective:
Find the union and intersection of two sets, find the difference and complement of a set, solve the
problems on two sets using Venn-diagrams.
In the chapter Profit, Loss, Commission, Taxation and Dividend they met the following objective:
Solve the problems on profit and loss without and with discount, calculate commission, tax, bonus, and
dividend, solve the problems related to commission, taxation, bonus and dividend.
In the chapter Algebraic expressions, Indices and ratio and proportion they met the following objective:

Factorize the expression of the type:
 𝑎𝑥 2 ± 𝑏𝑥 ± 𝑐
 𝑎4 + 𝑎2 𝑏2 + 𝑏4
Simplify exponential expressions including negative and fractional exponents, solve the exponential
equation in one variable, state and use the properties of ratio and proportion to solve the problems
on ratio and proportion.
In the chapter Triangles they met the following objective:
Verify the properties of triangles, prove the theorems on properties of triangles, use the theorems to solve
the problems and establish the Pythagoras theorem in solving geometrical problems.
In the chapter Construction of triangles and quadrilaterals, they met the following objective:
Construct triangles, quadrilaterals, and parallelograms in the given measurements.

Tr. Jhanak Raj Ghimire
SCIENCE:
Regarding science, we would like to inform you that we have successfully completed our syllabus for the
upcoming first term exam. In this term we have discussed the concepts of different physical quantities
and their application in theory as well as in practical world. Students have developed their ability in
dealing with numerical problems of physics which will enhance their confidence in mathematics and
calculating ability in future as well. Elaborated Knowledge about classification of elements, solubility,
metals and non metals was given. Discussion and interaction on topics like classification of plants and
animals, adaptation and natural disasters was done. Visual classes helped them to increase their
knowledge on force, classification of plants, animals and elements. Lab activities on inertia will enhance
their knowledge and confidence on the topic. With your cooperation and valuable suggestions, we hope
we can make this year more fruitful in terms of overall development of practical and theoretical
knowledge of students.

Tr. Manoj Basnet
SOCIAL STUDIES:
A warm welcome to all the valued parents to the first bulletin 2075. Regarding the academic activities,
recently, we have completed the first class test and the syllabus for first terminal examination is also
completed. The units which are completed are Unit 1: We and Our Society, Unit 2: Development and
Infrastructures of Development , Unit 3: Our Traditions Social Norms and Values ,Unit 4: Social Problems
and Their Solutions, Unit 5: Civic Consciousness ( Lessons 5.1,5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5) Revision classes were
done and students practiced varieties of questions related to the subject matters. Hopefully they will get
success with flying colours. We are very much hopeful to all the parents for their continuous support.
Thank you so much.

Tr. Samjhana Sharma Dhakal
EPH:
In EPH, till now 4 units are completed. ‘Concepts of Health, Population and Environment Education’ is first
chapter of this text book in which student learned about the health education, population education and
environment education with its importance, scope and interrelationship. The students learned about
demography, sources of population data and causes of population change. Similarly, they were given
concept about human resource development and indicators of development. They also got lot of
information about composition of population, population density. We had visual classes to help them
learn more about the taught lessons. Similarly, discussions, explanation, oral test, cross questioning were
the methods applied in the classroom for effective learning. We would humbly like to request you to
create suitable environment for your wards at home as well.

Tr. Sharmila Manandhar

COMPUTER SCIENCE:
“There is not school equal to a decent home and no teacher equal to the virtuous parent.”
-- Mahatma Gandhi
Dear Parent/Guardians,
I want to take this opportunity to welcome you in the sector of ‘Computer Science and Information
Technology’ of your ward. The syllabus of Computer Science for the first terminal examination has been
covered sufficiently and exceptionally. For this term we have focused mostly in Computer Fundamentals
and Applications with little coverage of Computer programming. Students were familiarized with basic
working principle of computer with its features, types, application areas and drawbacks. They learnt about
the computer hardware, memory system and their advantages and disadvantages. Computer Number
System and its operations have been practiced well. Computer system architecture is deliberated in detail.
Moreover, QBASIC programming concept along with its planning tools like Algorithm, Pseudo code and
Flowchart are explored and practiced. Different classroom and lab activities, audio and visual classes were
conducted as and pedagogic aid.
I am excited about working with your child. In order to best serve your child, any information from you to
guide me would be great! I welcome questions or comments and I am looking forward for your guidance
to your child during the period of first terminal examination.
Thanking you.
Tr. Meghraj Sapkota

OPTIONAL MATHEMATICS:
From the very first day of the academic year 2075 BS, we started teaching according to our lesson plan, a
part of which is mentioned in the syllabus of the first terminal examination. In Optional Mathematics all
the students are made concept clear as demanded by the different chapters. Now they are able to solve
the problems themselves. They have just learnt, but they need to practice regularly, otherwise it will be
very difficult to cope up the coming lessons.

Tr. Madhusudan Gyawali

